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By ,Rob~ . Thompson

Union will further strengthen the securlty of its base and the can-win,
can't-lose strategic initiative both for
itself and its allies.
The American retreat before Moscow, like that of N•poleon, is beginning to litter the route C1f corpses.
Henry A. Kissinger has been vainly
fighting a rear-guard action with no
army, no air force, no navy and no
money.
The Administration can no longer
conduct a credible American foreign
poli~y. ·But, do not worry, a new foreigri policy line has already been laid
down' by Congress: If you surrender,
the killlna will ttop. It ts a clean
message, to the world, of the abject
!'l_:w-e~d~ of the United Stat~s.
Sir Robert Thompson, the British expert on f~territiG warfare, waa an
adviser to President Nixon on the war

Digitized from Box 22
of the James M. Cannon Files at
the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library

LONDON-There are two fashionable myths about the current North
Vietnamese offensive in South .Vietnam
-that the South has more men and
more guns than the North, and that
the North is more highly motivatL ~
than the South.
Not only are the Russian guns far
· better than the American guns, but
' because the South is defending known
fixed positions, towns and inStallations,
. the North Vietnamese Army's artillery
cannot miss. The South Vietnamese
Army in reply can fire thousands of
rounds without being certain of hitting
anythins.
Moreover, it is estimated that the
I(orth has twenty months' wpply of
. ammunition at an intensive combat
'rate whereu, because of Congress; the
in Viefnam.
South has enough for only · a few
weeks:
.
In addition to superior firepower,
the North Vietnamese Army, by rapidly
·deploying six reserve divisions to the
two northern regions, also achieved
· overwhelming numerical superiority at
the point of attack.
· The superior morale of 'the North
Vietnamese Army stems not from mo·
· tlvation but from the fact that it holds
the strategic initiative. Like all Soviet 1
clients, Hanoi is in a cari·win, can't-lose
position and, since the Paris Agree,
ment, has not had to spend either
mani)O'Wer or resources on defense,
· whereas the South has had to string
out its forces and its limited ammu·
nition stocks down the whole . length
of the country and adopt a sol~ly
defensive posture.
Insol81r as motivation is a factor, it
· is not the case that the other side
got the ~sians while we got the
Bavarians but rather that the South
:Vietnamese were unlucky enough to
·let the Americans while the North got
the Russians!
Blessed also are the excuse-makers
for they have destroyed the credillllity of the United States. It is, so
they say, only a com.tpt, repressive
. regime in Saigon. But in that case why
tre the poor people of Vietnam fleeing '
yet again from the Communists?
Millions are voting with their feet.
What has happened to all those lovely
•ewspaper stories that the refugees
.fled only from American bombing?
Who, as this great tragedy unfolds,
will be outrageq by the slaughter?
They also say that it would be
wrong to pour good money after bad.
"that line has ab:eady cost us the 1973
Arab-Israeli war and the energy crisis.
·Now, for t11e sake of $1 billion or $2·
llillion it will cost the United States
150 billion to $100 billion more annually in defense costs if credibility is to
· he restored.
Incidentally, will many remember all
those fascinatim[ newsoaoer artirl"'"'
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#186

AT THE WHITE HOUSE
ltJITN ROU NESSEN
AT 12:03 P.M.

EDT

April 9, 1975
WEDNESDAY
MR. NESSEN: The President has been meeting
in his office this morning with various advisers,
mostly working on the foreign policy speech for tomorrow
ni~ht.

As most of you know, the President decided not
to ~o to the Kennedy Center last night with Mrs. Ford
so that he could continue to work on the speech, and
other matters.
He worked in his office last night
from 8:05 to 10:45.

Q

By himself?

MR. NESSEN:

Most of the time by himself.

Q
Ron, have you any idea at the moment how
much time the President will take tomorrow night?
MR. NESSEN:

I don't know.

This afternoon, we have added to the schedule
a bipartisan Congressional leaders' meeting at 1:00. He
will discuss with the leaders at that time some of the
foreign policy issues he is going to talk about tomorrow
night. I will attend the meeting and see what we can
say after~vard.

'

Q
tJould you possibly bring some of the
leaders out here?

MR. NESSEN:
0

r~1ho

I will check on that.

are the leaders?

MR. NESSEN: I have not gotten
attendees. I know Rhodes and Albert are
they obviously won't come. I will get a
participating and I ~vill see what we can
in the way of a briefing by them or me.
MORE
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Q
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Is Senator Jackson amonf them?

MR. NESSEN: If you want to take pictures
or film that at the beginning, you can do that.
This morning at 10:30, the President also had
another meeting that did not appear on the schedule. That
was with Max Fisher. Max Fisher is a retired businessman
from Michigan and a friend of the President's.
He has been on a visit to Israel, a private and
Dersonal visit, and he came in to talk to the President.

Q

Did he bring anv letters?

MR. NESSEN:
any letters.

Q

He did not either take or bring

Does that mean he was not on a job for the

President?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

That is right.

But he is bringing him his views?

MR. NESSEN:
about, Helen.

I don't know t-tha t they talked

Q
Did he combine both a job for the President
and oersonal and private business?
MR. NESSEN:
the President.

Q

He did not go as an emmisary of

He was on his own?

MR. NESSEN:

'

That is right.

Q
Did he discuss with the President what he
discussed with the Israeli leaders?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

Dick, I didn't attend the meeting.

Is that why the NSC meeting was delayed?

MR. NESSEN: No, there were several other things
to do before the NSC meeting.

0

Ron, you said vesterday you would ask --

MR. NESSEN:
0

I didn't get an answer for you, Les.

There is no answer to this?

MR. NESSEN:

I said I didn't get an answer.
MORE
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Oh, you raised the question, but

~idn't

get an answer?
MR. NESSEN: At 2:00 this afternoon, the President
is going to greet 2,000 youth delegates to the National
Explorer President's Congress, who are in Washington for
their annual meeting. That may be delayed a shade past
2:00, incidentally. It is scheduled for 2:00, but the
Congressional leaders' meeting may run a little late.
It will be on the South Lawn, and there will be
open coverage, and the President will speak briefly.
Before going out on the lawn, the President is
going to meet in is office with the outgoing president
of the Explorers, whose name is Miss Mary Wright, and
the newly elected president who was chosen by the delegates
this morning, and whose name I don't have, because he or
she was just chosen.

Q

What is this?

MR. NESSEN: This is the Explorer President's
Congress that is going on.

Q

What is the hometown of Miss Wright?

MR. NESSEN:

We will check.

Q
Who is doing the briefing today -- Ford,
Kissinger and Schlesinger.
MR. NESSEN:

Q

Where is that, Helen?

At the bipartisan leaders' meeting.

'

MR. NESSEN: It has not been held yet, but
I would assume that the President will speak for his own
foreign policy.
I am sorry,! don't have a hometown on her,
but we can get that for you.

Q

Ron, is the NSC Meeting underway yet?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Yes.

It began at about 11:25.

What delayed it?

MR. NESSEN: Some other business the President
was doing.

Q

You can't tell us what?

MR. NESSEN:

It was just other business, Fran.
MORE
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t.fuo was there?

MR. NESSEN:

The regular attendees at the NSC

meetings.

Q

Anv NSC staff in there?

MR. NESSEN: I don't think we normally give the
list of participants of the NSC meetings.

Q
Just generally, without listing the staff
people , who is p;oing over these options?
MR. NESSEN:
know who is in there.

Let me check and see. I don't
I know the major participants.

The Prime Minister of Tunisia, His Excellency
Hedi Nouira, has accepted the President's invitation to
make an official visit to the United States. He will
meet with the President on May 1st.
The President will host a working dinner at the
White House in honor of the Prime Minister on the evening
of May 1. Durinp; his visit, Prime Minister Nouira will
meet with other high level officials of the Administration and Members of Congress.
This visit reflects the traditionally close and
friendly relations which exist between the United States
and Tunisia.

0
Doesn't that pretty well preclude any
possibility of the President attending the April 29th
meeting?
MR. NESSEN:

I had not heard of any --

'

We have a couple of personnel announcements.
I think you have already been given the announcement that the President intends to nominate Alfred
D. Starbird, of Alexandria, Virginia, to be Assistant
Administrator of the Energy Research and Development
Agency.

Q

Is that General Starbird or is that another

Starbird?

MR. NESSEN:

Yes, it is General Starbird.

The President is announcing his intention to
nominate James G. lvatt, of ~lheatland, Wyoming, to be a
member of the Federal Power Commission. You have
biographies of both of them.
MORE
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You should also have the text of a letter from
the President to the Speaker of the House and the President
Pro Tern of the Senate requesting a 4-year extension to the
Reorganization Act of 1949.
You should have a Presidential proclamation designating May 1 as Law Day, U.S.A.
For those who are interested, we have copies
you can pick up in the Press Office of the second quarterly
report of the Council on Wage and Price Stability.

Q
Ron, apropos of your statement to the
Press Club the other night that all questions are tracked
down, I was wondering if you tracked down Fran's question
when she asked, what is the President's reaction to the
FBI exoneration of the agents that knocked down the door
in Alexandria?
MR. NESSEN:

I didn't know they had been exonerated,

Les.
0
That certainlv is the thrust of the report
of Clarence Kellev. Nm-1, what is the President's reaction
to this report of Clarence Kelley?

MR. NESSEN:

I don't have any reaction to give

you, Les.

Q

You said you were going to check on that

yesterday, Ron.
MR. NESSEN:

Q

I have not had time to do it.

I see.

,
MORE
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Q
Do you have any reaction to the charge of
Senator Jackson?

MR. NESSEN: "Assurances to the Republic of
Vietnam as to both U.S. assistance and U.S. enforcement
of the Paris agreement were stated clearly and publicly
by President Nixon.
"The publicly stated policy and intention of
the United States government to continue to provide
adequate economic and military assistance and to react
vigorously to major violations of the Paris agreement
reflected confidential exchanges between the Nixon
administration and President Thieu at the time.
"In substance, the private exchanges do not
differ from what was stated publicly. The law of
1973, of course, ruled out the possibility of
American military reaction to violations of the agreement.!!
Now, I can give you, if you would like to see
it, the publicly stated assurances at the time.

Q

Whose statement is this, the President's

statement?
MR. NESSEN:

Q
the statement?
made'?

What is the time that is referred to in
When were the confidential agreements

MR. NESSEN:

Q

It is my statement.

What confidential agreements?

'

Private, whatever you call them.

Q
Confidential exchanges you said between
the Nixon administration and President Thieu at the
time'?
MR. NESSEN: That was during the period of the
negotiation of the Paris agreement.
Q

Before the signing?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

Yes.

Can we see them?

MR. NESSEN:

No, I don't think so.
MORE
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Q
If they do not differ in substance from
what was stated publicly, why can't the private communications be made public at this time?

/

MR. NESSEN: I think you know, Mort, that
normally private communications between the heads of
state are not made public.

Q

Are you saying, in effect, that we did
give assurances which were nullified by Congress? Is
that a proper sum-up?
MR. NESSEN: The assurances that were given are
on this sheet of paper that you are being handed now.

Q

I mean, is that a fair statement?

MR. NESSEN: I think the statement does not need
very much elaboration, Helen. It was pretty fairly
stated.

Q

Were these exchanges written between the
two governments?
MR. NESSEN: There were a whole range of exchanges
at the Embassy here, the Embassy in Saigon, various
communications.

Q
But were they verbal or written?
any of them written?

Were

MR. NESSEN: I said there were exchanges, and
I think it would be fair to say both verbal and written.

Q

Was Congress informed?

MR. NESSEN: Everyone has the assurances that
were given because they are on this piece of paper.

Q

No, was it informed that these were in

writing?
MR. NESSEN:

Helen, that is before my time

here.

Q

Why can't you ask Kissinger?

Q
Have you been able to trace any background
material to supplement what President Nixon might have
had in mind, what he might have done on the basis of the
statement that the North Vietnamese should notlightly
disregard such expressions of concern with regard to a
violation?
is there any elaboration of what he might have
had in mind, what action he might have taken?
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: I don't really think that I can
speak for what he had in mind, Ralph.

Q

Ron, how can the American people be certain
that the confidential written exchanges do not po beyond
the subsequent statements by the President, beyond a
statement by you and not even by the President, that they
aPe substantially the same?
MR. NESSEN: Let me say this, that this statement -- even though I am issuing it -- certainly reflects
the President's views.

Q

Ron, would you say that these private
exchanees included letters from former President Nixon
to President Thieu?
MR. NESSEN:

There were all ranges of exchanges.

Q

Would it incl14de that?

Q

Who were they from, Ron?

MR. NESSEN: The exchanges involved various
levels and various people.

Q

Did they involve the Presidents of the two

countries?
MR. NESSEN:
the two Presidents.

There were some letters between

Q
Were there verbal exchanges of which there
is no recording?

MR. NESSEN: Don't forget, none of us were
here in those days, but my understanding is that there
were various missions that went out there--publicly
known missions. Dr. Kissinger went, General Haig went
several times, and I assume they talked to each other.

Q

Since Senator Jackson's charge and since
the preparation of your statement, did you or any other
office in the White House contact former President Nixon
to ask him if there was anything beyond what you have
stated here?
You said it was clearly and publicly stated
by President Nixon. Did he give you a personal
assurance'?
MR. NESSEN:

I have not talked to the former

President.
MORE
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Has anyone?

MR. NESSEN:
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Is there any record?

Not that I am aware of.

Q

Ron, which law of 1973 are you talking
about
Cooper-Church, which came first, or War Powers,
which came after that?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

Which was the August 15?

Not War Powers, because that was November.

MR. NESSEN:

Cooper-Church.

Q

Ron, does the President plan to show or
submit to Senator Jackson these confidential exchanges,
which he requested in his statement?
MR. NESSEN:
requested it.

I didn't know that he had

Q

public.

He requested, rather, that they be made
I am sorry.
MR. NESSEN:

Q

~fuen

Yes.

did this come to the President's

attention?
MR. NESSEN:

What?

,

Q

When did President Ford learn of these
letters that were exchanged?
MR. NESSEN: The President a day or so after
taking office was given a paper by the NSC in which all
the assurances that had been given to South Vietnam were
presented to him.

Q

Ron, does the Administration have any
reason to believe that Senator Jackson knew of these
specific exchanges or some of them when he made the
statement that he did yesterday?
MR. NESSEN:

I have no way of knowing that,

Lou.

Q
You didn't answer my question. Does the
President intend to make public these exchanges that
Senator Jackson requested?
MR. NESSEN: The exchanges -- and there were
various kinds of exchanges -- in the course of normal
diplomacy are not normally made public.
MORE
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Q
Ron, this is not the normal situation
where the Senator has requested what he called a
secret agreement.
MR. NESSEN:

I have not seen the request, Peter.

Q
Has Senator Jackson communicated with the
White House and asked specifically for the release?
MR. NESSEN:

Not that I know of.

Q
Ron, these statements refer obliquely to
the possibility that we might intervene militarily, but
they don't, so far as I can see, state specifically that
a major violation ~1ould lead to resumed United States
military intervention.
At the time of the Paris accords, various
people from South Vietnam,and lately the South Vietnamese
Ambassador, have said that those assurances were made
explicitly.
From your information, do you know that
President Nixon or some other official of the Nixon
administration specifically promised the South Vietnamese
that we would intervene militarily with our own military
equipment in the event of a major violation?
MR. NESSEN: As far as I know, the private
confidential assurances do not differ in substance from
what the public assurances were.
Q

Ron, to follow that up, though --

MR. NESSEN:

The law has made the whole question

moot.

Q

That is what I was going to say, that it
seems to me here in the statement that you have issued
of Mr. Nixon's statement, he says, 11 We will not tolerate
violations. ;1
MR. NESSEN:

Yes.

Q

In effect, we are tolerating them right
now. Is this because the law has changed what the
President could do?
MR. NESSEN: Doesn't the statement say that,
of course. The law rules out the possibility of
American military reaction?
MORE
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Q
I am asking if that is in fact why we
are tolerating them, because of the law? In other
words, there was an agreement which we can't carry
out.
MR. NESSEN: The former President gave the
assurances, which you see on here, as well as private
ones, which are in substance the same. The law of 1973
forbids ·the re..,introduction of American military
.::
forces.

Q

Ron, you are confirming then, aren't
you -- it says Nixon said that in effect that he would
react vigorously to major violations, so aren't you
confirming that there was some sort of tacit agreement
that the United States would reintervene militarily until
Congress passed the law forbidding it?
Aren't you confirming that there was in fact an
agreement for American military intervention in the
event of a massive violation?
MR. NESSEN: I think you have to read this,
\val t. These were the public assurances, the private
communications are in substance the same, and the law
was passed in 1973. This is a set of facts that is
incontestable.
MORE
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Q
Ron, what did the President mean when he
said, "would not tolerate"?
What did he convey to the
South Vietnamese he meant by that?
MR. NESSEN:

I suppose you need to ask him,

Fran.

Q
Ron, wait. Let's get back. I want to ask
a ouestion on this very point.
Now, you have given us a piece of paper with
some lan~uage by the former President of the United
States which is not specific at all. The actions of the
United States government, as you know, can vary from a
stern note; they can vary from public statements by
a President; they could vary to sending a fleet in;
they can vary to sending B-52 bombers over.
What we are asking, and I think what He need to
know in light of the fact that you have now said that
these communications are in substance the same as the
piece of paper you gave us, were they any more specific?
Did it list any particular, at any time, military option?
I think we need to know that.
MR. NESSEN: They were, in substance, the same
as the public statements.
Q

Have·:you read them?

MR. NESSEN:
Q

Yes.

Ron, that is not answering the question.

'

Q

Ron, were some of the assurances made privately
by President Nixon subsequently neutralized or negated by
the Congressional action?
MR. NESSEN:
does it not?

I

Q

No.

Q

Not quite.

MR. NESSEN:

think the statement says that,

Let me hear the question again.

Q
Some of the private assurances that President
Nixon, or other members of the Administration, at that time
made to President Thieu or other South Vietnamese
officials, were some of those assurances neutralized or
negated by Congressional action?
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: 't-.Jell, there were two assurances
given, both publicly and privately. One, continued
economic and military aid; two, what he called vigorous
whatever it is, whatever the expression is.

Q

Vigorous reactions.

MR. NESSEN:

vigorous reaction to any violations.

Now, the law of Au~ust, 1973, ruled out any
American military reaction to any violation.

Q
But you have not answered the question of
whether the assurances included that. I mean "vigorous
reaction" could be a tough Presidential statement. I
think you need to be more specific here.
MR. NESSEN: The private assurances are the
same in substance as the public (assurances).

Q

The private assurances contain only that
kind of language, "vigorous reaction," or did it spell
out more specifically "t-7hat the United States might do?
MR. NESSEN: The private assurances were the
same in substance, Tom.

Q
Ron, the transcript will tell us as soon
as it is out, but I think you just said that the Congressional action did in fact negate vigorous reaction.
MR. HESSEN: As I say, it certainly -- no,
I hope I didn't say that because I didn't mean to say
that.
Q

The statement says that, does it not?

MR. NESSEN: The la\-J of 1973 ruled out the
possibility of American military reaction to any violations of the cease-fire.

Q
You are not equating vigorous reaction with
military reaction?
MR. NESSEN:
did, Steve.

I mean that is a fact what the law

Q
Ron, without going into the question of
v7hat this says right here, how do you respond simply
to the simple question: Was military intervention promised?
MR. NESSEN: Whatever was promised in these
public statements was in substance the same as what was
promised or assured in private communications.

Q
Hhy do you say "in substance"? I mean,
you understand that the term "in substance" includ/es what
was specifically agreed to and it is an important-question,
whether vigorous reaction in the public statement is the
same as military intervention in the private statement. I
mean, it is a very important point and I don't see why you
cannot address it.
MORE
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MR. NESSEN: I don't see that it is all that
important a point, Mort. For one thing, the whole thing
is moot. Secondly, I have read some of the communications
and while the wording is different, the substance is
the same.

Q
In other words, Ron, what you are saying
in this thing right here is, in substance, the private
exchanges do not differ from what Has stated publicly,
and what that means is that Senator Jackson is incorrect
in his charge about secret agreements? Is that what you
are saying or not?
MR. NESSEN:

I didn't hear myself say that.

Q
tvell, I mean, are we to draw this conclusion?
You are making a statement. You are denying Senator Jackson, or what, Ron, because this was raised yesterday
and you said you would ask.

MR. NESSEN:
to draw from that.

I would not tell you what conclusions

Q
Ron, you were saying that the law made this
moot. The Vietnam War is not a normal thing. It is
something which the American people have been aggitated
on for a very long time.
If, in fact, whatever agreement we have made
has been made moot by that law, why can't you dispel
this sort of doubt that is here by telling is a little
bit about those private agreements beyond saying that they
are in substance the same as the public ones?
MR. NESSEN:

What more can I tell you, Lou?

Q

You can tell us whether military action was
specifically promised in those private agreements.
MR. NESSEN: I think I am going to stay with the
statement,which is that the --

Q
Hell, Ron, can you say that military
action was definitely excluded in the private statements?
MR. NESSEN: I think I am just going to say that
in substance, the private and public communications
were the same.
MORE
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Q

Ron, look, the South Vietnamese are now
accusing us of going back on a specific commitment
that we made; namely, to use military force in the event
of a major violation.
Now,are the South Vietnamese correct or
are they incorrect in making that charge?
MR. NESSEN: I am just going to stick to the
public statements and the statement that the private
communications do not differ in substance.
Q
Ron, t-.Tas the initial agreement
between the U.S. government and the South Vietnamese
government both in what was written and including what
the Secretary of State has called moral obligation,
narrow assurances given or inferences given that the U.S.
had an open option on what it meant by vigorous reaction,
but that the Congressional action of 1973 eliminated the
military from this inference?

Y.R. NESSEN:

I don't get the thrust of your

question.

Q
The gist of it is that the United States
left its options open, what it would inte1.•pret as vigorous
reaction, in case of North Vietnamese major violation and
in this sense that Saigon was given to understand the
United States had a wide range of options and, therefore,
agreed to the Paris agreement and later Congress curtailed
the power of the Administration to interpret the reaction.
Is that what happened?

'

MR. NESSEN: I still don't understand what you
are driving at, but I really do need to emphasize that -I mean, the point of it all is that what you have here in
the way of public statements and what was said in private
communications do not differ in their substance.

Q
Then you are saying that it was deliberately
or diplomatically vague, Ron?
MR. NESSEN:

Pardon?

Q
You are saying that it was deliberately
vague, imprecise as to what the reaction would be,
because that is what this is.
MR. NESSEN: I just don't have any idea what the
intention was when those statements were written.
MORE
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Q

Ron, has General Haig been asked to
detail the verbal communications that he carried back
and forth, specifically whether he gave any interpretation to what the statement of not tolerating violations
means?
MR. NESSEN: Secretary Kissinger, who was here
at the time, has filled in the verbal communications that
he recalls being given.

Q

Ron, was Saigon given to understand that
to react vigorously could conceivably include U.S.
military action? There must be some records in the U.S.
government of the power of conversation between the
government People here and · the people in Saigon and
the State DePartment nepotiators in Paris and so on.
This, "to react vigorously, 11 at the time that
it was given, did this include the possibility of military
action by the United States?
MR. NESSEN: Dick, I think we ,just have to
stick with the words as they were given.

Q
Ron~ right here in this public statement,
isn't this diplomatic language which would suggest
military action? He says, "I would only suggest that
based on my actions over the past four years that the
North Vietnamese should not': -MR. NESSEN: That is why I say there is no
difference in substance between what is stated here and
what is said in the private com~unications, and that is
why I cannot understand the

'

Q

Ron, why did you say private communications
if it is all the same?
MR. NESSEN: They go on all the time, as you
know, Peter. In the normal course of things, there are
private communications I suppose virtually every day
between nations.

Q

Are you saying to us, Ron, that the reason
that the private communications were not held to add
something to this, that the purpose of the private
exchanges were not to add some other dimension or some
additional material to these things we have here? Is
that correct?
MR. NESSEN: I would say that the words of
the private communication are different.
MORE
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Q

Are different?

MR. NESSEN:
use different words.

Q

Are different, yes.

I mean, they

Are they more specific?

MR. NESSEN: I don't think I can characterize
them that way. The words are different in the private
communications, but the end result is that the two assurances were given privately that were given publicly -economic and military assistance, one; and two, a
vigorous reaction to any violation of the agreement.

Q
Ron, since the North Vietnamese began this
year's spring offensive, have we lived up to that
part of the agreement, and if so, what have we done?
MR. NESSEN: I am sorry.
part of your question.

I didn't hear the first

Q
What has been our "vigorous reactionlf since
the North Vietnamese moved two more divisions down to the
South, put 3,500 men on the border, increased their
infiltration and attacked Bon Me Thuot and all those good
things? What has been our vigorous reaction?
MR. NESSEN: I think I know what you are driving
at. and I think you know the answer, Steve. The law of
1973 forbidsthe reintroduction of any American military
forces.

Q

Will you describe the January note that
we referred to here a couple of weeksrago as a vigorous
reaction?

'

MR. NESSEN: Again, I don't know what you are
driving at, Steve, but that certainly was an effort by
the United States to urge the other nations of the Paris
peace accords, to persuade North Vietnam--

Q
That is a very serious thing. A government
that is a friend of ours has accused us of reneging on a
very serious commitment, and you are not denying it?
You are neither confirming nor denying in the
State Department parlance, and that is kind of a serious
situation. I wonder if you can clarify that.
MR. NESSEN:

I can't, beyond what I have said,

Steve.
MORE
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Q

Since you, yourself, have again emphasized
that the possibility of military force is barred, would
he want to use military force if he still had the authority
to do it?
MR. NESSEN: I think that is probably the same
question we r,ot in Palm Springs. I think you were there,
weren't you?

Q

Yes.

MR. NESSEN: I thought I said the President had
neither the inclination nor the authority to do it. I
thought that was brought up out there.
Helen?

Q

Aside from the fact that President Thieu
can read newspapers, were there any exchanges after the
law was passed which would say that all bets were off?
I mean, was Thieu then told that previous promises were
no longer on the books even though he knows Congressional
action would nullify it?
MR. NESSEN: I am not familiar with all the
communications that l<7ent on over the years. I did take
a look at the ones that involved this particular period.

Q
Ron, your statement says that the United
States government promised to continue to provide
adequate economic and military assistance. Do either
the public statements or the private assurances say this
is anything beyond military aid?
Do either of them imply
use of United States military force, manpower, planes or
ships in that area?

'

MR. NESSEN: Well, I think you have mixed up
the two assurances, Ted. One~was for economic and military
aid and the other was for a vigorous American reaction to
any violation of the Paris accords by the other side.

Q

Ron, when you say "assistance," this
President's statement referring to assistance.-MR. NESSEN:

Q

In this particular instance

-- means arms, not men?

Is that right?

MR. NESSEN: "To continue to provide adequate
economic and military assistance" refers not to any
American military intervention.

Q
Ron, could you please give me some guidance,
just a yes or no ansl..rer. vJould we be wrong to conclude,
judging by the language of the Nixon promises, that vigorous
reactions in the private conversations meant American
military force? Would we be wrong to conclude that the
private actions meant that, that the private communications
~~;~:~ing to vigorous reactions -- mean American military ./. ·<·,~·-:·>,
/.
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I don't want to tell you what con-

Q
Ron, on the other part of the agreement,
were there any specific levels of military and economic
aid provided for in the private communications?
MR. NESSEN:

No.

You mean numbers?

Q

Yes.

MR. NESSEN:

No.

Q
Now, the agreement provides for one-for-one
replacement of used up or worn out military supplies.
MR. NESSEN:

Yes.

Q
Did the commitment on the part of the United
States go beyond that at all?
MR. NESSEN:

Q

Yes.

MR. NESSEN:

Q

In the private communications?

The commitment for aid?

Yes.

MR. NESSEN:

No.

Q
Ron, is President Ford confident that he
was shown all there was to see when he was shown these
private assurances?
MR. NESSEN:

So far as he knows.

Q
Ron, you said you have read some of the
communications. Can you tell us, did you select these?
Were they given to you? You are indicating that you have
not read all of them.
MR. NESSEN: I said I did not read all of the
communications that Nent back and forth over the years.
I read the ones that I thought were pertinent.

Q
Ron, are you specifically denying that we
promised the South Vietnamese military aid?
MR. NESSEN:
Do you mean supplies?
aid.

What do you mean, military aid?

Q
You said "vigorous reaction" covered military
Are you denying this?
MR. NESSEN:

All I am saying is that -MORE
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Q
Military intervention as part of vigorous
reaction in case of massive violations of the Paris
agreement. Are you specifically denying that this did not
exist -MR. NESSEN: I am saying that the wording in the
private communications was different, but that in substance, it added up to the same thing, that there were
two assurances given -- one for economic and military
supplies; and secondly, a vigorous reaction to any
violation.
included

Q
Are you denying that "vigorous reaction"
military intervention and help, if needed?
MR. NESSEN:

I

think I will stay with what I

said.

Q

Ron, can you tell us why the President
does not have the inclincation to use any military
force in this situation?
MR. NESSEN: I don't know that I can answer that,
Phil. You probably ought to ask him at the next news
conference.

Q

Ron, I want to get back to the statement
that you have issued and answered later. You said that
the whole question of nuances here is really moot
because of the action that Congress took. The fact is
that the President l-7ho gave the assurances signed that
bill, he did not veto it, number one.

,

Secondly, during the debate on the floor in the
Congress, do you recall at any time that the Secretary of
State or the President of the United States said that
this legislation, if enacted, would cause the U.S.
to rene.ge on a commitment made privately?
MR. NESSEN: I am not familiar with the entire
debate, Jim, but I believe if I recall the debate correctly,
there was some indication from the vlhite House that -I tell you, it is on the record, Jim, because I have the
record here in front of me. I just don't think it is proper
for me to explain what the motives or actions of the
previous administration might have been.
Q

~Vhere

MR. NESSEN:

should we look for the record?
You cannot find it in the record?

Q
The point is, here in connection with what
you are saying today; the point is that the action of the
Congress did not make moot what private assurances may
have been made in the l.:Jay of military action because it
was the action of the President which made this the law.
MORE
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Q

T.,Tell

Is that not true?

I mean, answer the

question.
MR. NESSEN: I am not sure that I said
anything about Congress doing anything. I say the
point is moot, which you t-Tould have to agree with.

Q

Ron, can you tell us, from your study of
these private exchanges, whether the South Vietnamese
interpreted those exchanges to mean that vigorous
reaction would mean the use of military force, intervention?
HR. NESSEN: I have no way of knowing what the
South Vietnamese concluded.

Q

Well, would you read both sides?

MR. NESSEN:

Q

I read one side.

Just one side?

Q

Are you surprised that the South Vietnamese
take the position that they are taking?

MR. NESSEN:

I don't know what position they took.
MORE
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Q

How about the wire report? I seem to
recall this morning that General Brown had been discussing bombing as an option. Is this included in the
vigorous business or what?. Does the President have any
reaction to this report?
MR. NESSEN: I say that the President has no
inclination or authority to reintroduce American
military force.

Q

And that applies?

MR. NESSEN:
can give you.

I have something here that I

Is anybody filing?
Q

\Ale

are happy to listen to anything you have

to say.
MR. NESSEN: The President is gratified that
the House Budget Committee has taken the initiative
to set a ceiling on government spending for fiscal year
1976) even though it is not required by law until next
year.
He is gratified by what they have done so far,
although he thinks the ceiling figure they have picked
is too high. He also feels that he would like the
Budget Committee to go further, rather than settine an
overall budget ceiling,to go beyond that and set recommended
amounts for major program categorie-s -- farm, HE\-1,
defense and so forth.
The President hopes that the establishment of
the Budget Committee would instill a new sense of responsibility for the total Federal spending, and the
President sees this hope as having a chance of fulfillment
by the fact that the Budget Committee has adopted his proposal for a 5 percent ceiling on Federal pay increases
and a ceiling somewhat higher than his o~ 7 percent on
the increases in other programs tied to the cost of
living.
As we have mentioned before, if the spending
proposals that are already underway in Congress were all
passed, the budget deficit would go to possibly $100
billion and the total spending would be $380 billion to
$400 billion.
The House Bud~et Committee resolution goes
to the floor of the House for final action, and the
President hopes that at that time the full membership
would modify the figure and lower it to his upper
limit, which he believes is $60 billion on the
deficit.
MORE
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Q
R·)n ~ one very quick question on tha.t. You
make it sound like they did this in reaction to the
President's request, but they had been planning to set
the ceiling for weeks.

THE PRESS:

Thank you.
END

(AT 12:45 P.M.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
Subject:

German Proposal to Sell Aircraft to the Coast
Guard

In your meeting with Chancellor Schmidt, you should be aware of
an instance involving a German-Dutch company, VFW Fokker,
which is one of five bidders offering jet aircraft to the
Coast Guard. The German-Dutch aircraft manufacturer has
submitted a bid to the Coast Guard offering to sell the
"VFW 614" in response to a Coast Guard procurement for 41
medium range surveillance (MRS) aircraft. The other four
bidders are a French aircraft manufacturer and three American
manufacturers. The proposals are presently in the final
stages concerning their evaluati&n~
BACKGROUND:
The initial plan for procurement of 41 MRS aircraft was
to obtain the Rockwell Sabre 75A on a sole source basis
by initiating a Military Inter-Departmental Procurement
Request (MIPR} to the Naval Air Systems Command. Due to
Congressional and industry concern over sole source method
of procurement, in May 1974 Coast Guard modified procurement
to a "Two-step" formal advertising procedure. A January
1975 solicitation resulted in more than one proposal being
received. During the evaluation of step 1 proposals, however,
all but one of the proposals dropped out leaving only the
VFW 614.
In order to obtain additional competition, the
procurement was reopened in January 1976. This resulted
in the current competition from five companies.
NATO STANDARDIZATION/BUY AMERICAN ACT:
Some r1embers of Congress attempted to put a rider on the
DOT Appropriation which would have required the Coast Guard
to buy American. Through strenuous efforts of DOT and State
this attempt was defeated. There still remainf'. the normal
Buy American provisions which apply to all U. S. procurements.
German-Dutch government and aircraft industry representatives have made personal presentation to ask for waiver
of the normal Buy American Act provisions. Numerous
diplomatic messages referring to this procurement and the
applicabilityoof NATO standardization have been received.
Our review has so far indicated that NATO standardization
is not applicable to this procurement. The Department of
Defense is actively working to ease various restrictions
on foreign procurements which could affect NATO standardization. This effort includes their waiving of the

,

Subj:

German

Proposal to Sell Aircraft to the Coast Guard

cost differential normally applied under Buy Americann
legislation.
Similarly, they are encouraging non-DOD
agencies, including the Department of Transportatio~also to
consider such waivers.
There are indications from some representatives of the
American aircraft industry that they likewise support
the waiving of these restrictions in furtherance of
international trade. Any waiver action must carefully be
weighed, however, due to the possible impact it may have
on American competition in any procurement, including this
procurement for Coast Guard MRS aircraft.
The Coast Guard is still evaluating the proposals. At
the appropriate time the Secretary of Transport.ation, in
consultation with the Commandant of the Coast Guard, will
determine whether there are facts or circumstances which
justify waiving the normal Buy Ameriaan Act provisions.

~Coleman,

Jr.

,

NOT FOR RELEASE

Industry proposals currently being evaluated by the U. S. Coast Guard
for MRS procurement.
GRUMMAN

ROCKWELL
LOCKHEED
FALCON (FRENCH)
VFW FOKKER

(GERMAN)
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MEMORANDUM FOR

JACK MARSH

FHOM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

SUBJECT:

Idaho Governor Andrus 1 Request for a
Presidential Letter to the Shah of Iran

,

k~
l ~~
J

This is in reference to the letter to the President at Tab B from
Idaho Governor Andrus who requested a Presidential letter of introduction to the Shah of Iran in connection with the Governor 1s visit
there, now planned for late April/early May.
The President considered the options outlined in the memo which
\Vas sent to you for clearance prior to forwarding to the President
and which recommended against a letter to the Shah, but suggested
the option of a letter to Ambassador Helms. The President has
decided against a letter to the Shah but has signed the letter to
Ambassador Helms at Tab A. The original Presidential letter is
being sent to the Department of State for appropriate transmission
to the Ambassador. The Departments of State and Commerce are
also rendering appropriate assistance in connection with the Governor1s travels to Iran, and we understand that the Governor 1s office
has also been in touch with the Iranian Embassy in Washington to
assist in the vis it, including seeking a meeting with the Shah.
The remaining action is to inform the Governor of the response to
his request to the President and of the efforts being made to assist
in his visit. I suggest that the G01 ernor 1s office be contacted to
explain that, as a matter of standing practice, Presidential letters
of introduction are not sent to foreign leaders but that the President
has sent a letter to Ambassador Helms (the copy at Tab A could be
forwarded to the Governor). It cc:mld also be pointed out that, in
line with our policy to encourage expanded trade opportunities and
increasing United States -Iranian understanding, we are ensuring
that the Departments of State and Cotnmerce render all appropriate
assistance in connection with the Governor 1S visit.
Alternatively,
you may wish to send a written reply to the Governor, along tb.._e lines
of the attached proposed text.
. ·: ::·>··""' /\'
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t
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Dear Governor Andrus:
The President has asked me to thank you for your very
thoughtful letter informing him of your forthcoming visit
to Iran with a delegation of business executives from your
State. It has long been our policy to encourage expanded
trade opportunities and increasing mutual understanding
between the United States and Iran.
In line with our policy and in response to your request,
the President has asked me to inform you that he has
written to Ambassador Helms about your visit so that
all appropriate assistance may be provided in connection with your travel. I am pleased to enclose a copy
of the President's letter. As a matter of standing policy,
such messages are not sent to foreign leaders but we
believe that the President's letter to Ambassador Helms
will help ensure that your visit is a constructive one in
view of the strong interest of our Government in expanded
trade relations between the U.S. and the nations of the
Middle East and Persian Gulf.
We are also requesting that the Departments of State and
Commerce be of assistance and trust that you and your
colleagues will have an enjoyable and successful visit.
The President has asked me to e.>..-tend his best wishes and
hopes that you have a fruitful visit to Iran. Please let me
know if I may be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,
The Honorable
Cecil D. Andrus
Governor of the State of Idaho
Boise
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THE WJIITE IIOUSE
WASIIINGTON

1v1arch 24, 1976

Dear Mr. Ambassador:
Governor Cecil Andrus of Idaho has indicated
that he will lead a delegation of businessmen
from his State to Iran in the ncar future. The
Departments of State and Com1nerce are rendering the appropriate af:.~::;istance in line with our
policy of encouraging expanded trade opportunities anJ increasing mutual United States-Iranian
understanding. I want you to know in advance
that I appreciate the effort \Vhich will be n1ack
to ensure that they have a constructive visit.

With best wishes,
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The Honorable Richard Helms
American Am bas sad or
Tehran
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STATE OF IDAHO
OFFICI! OF THE GOVt::HNOn

CECIL D At~DnUS

BOISE

March 2, 1976

COV(H~IOH

The President
The li'hite House
\~ashington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President:
In the near future, it will be my pleasure, as Governor of Idaho, to
lead a delegation of prominent Idaho business executives to Iran to
exchange ideas and viewpoints related to energy, mining, agriculture
and recreation witl1 Iranian governMent officials and business leaders
of Iran. Senator James McClure will also be accompanying the mission.
I believe it would be of great ass:lstance to the success of the
mission and also a matter of courtesy if you would be so kind as to
write a letter of introduction to His lmperictl Hnjesty the Shah of
Iran for my personal presentation to him upon our arrival. We will
also extend an invitation to the Iranian government and business
officials to visit the United States and .Idaho this summer.
At a recent luncheon at the Iranian Embassy, His Excellency Ardeshir
Zahedi, Aniliassador of Iran, was most complimentary to our country and
to you personally in a toast. Ambassador Zahedi is most anxious for
the success of this mission and has been very helpful to Senator
McClure and myself in making the necessary arrangements. We will also
be accompanied by one of your former colleagues in the House of Representatives, Ralph Harding, who is also assisting us.
Your favorable consideration to furnish us with a letter of introduction will be greatly appreciated; and I shall look forward to
your reply at your earliest convenience.
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CECJL D. ANDHliS
GOVERNOH.
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IRl\H - IDi\1!0 SYNET\GISTIC
P. 0. Box 1559
Boise, Idaho
83701
Telephone Ntllnber:
(208) 3!)3-54511
ATTENTION:

I

Blajnc F. Evans

OFFICIAL AND COMPANY

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES

James (Jim) McClary
Chairman of the Board
Morrison-Knudsen Company, Inc.
400 Broadway Avenue
Daise, Idaho
83729
(208) 345-5000

Construction

William (Bill) Bridenbaugh
Senior Vice President
Boise Cascade Corporation
One Jefferson Square
Boise, Idaho
83702
(208) 384-6527

Lumber, Housing,
Building materials,
Paper products and
packaging

Agriculture,
·Livestock, Production, Food processing,
Fertilizer production,
11ining

J. R. (Jack) Sinplot
Chairman of the Board
J. R. Simplot Company
One Capitol Center
Boise, Idaho
83701
(208) 336-2110

~

William C. (Bill) Janss
President
Sun Valley Company
Sun Valley, Idaho
83353
(208) 622-4111

Recreation and resort
operations, Condominiu
construction, sales an
rentals.

Charles (Chuck) Rice
President
Energy, Incorporated
381 Shoup Avenue
Idaho Falls, Idaho
83401
(208) 524-1000

Nuclear Energy
technology anc1
alternative energy
sources

Sam Bennion
President
V 1 Oil Company
1800 North Holmes Avenue
Idaho Falls, Idaho
83401
(208) 522-1210

Oil Refining, Petroleum Products distribution. 1·1er.,bcr of
Federal Reserve 13o.::tn1
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OFFICI~L

AND

COMP~NY

J. B. (Jack) llume
Chairman of the Board
American Potato Company
4600 Bo.nl: of 1\Jnerica Center
San Francisco, California
9404
(415) 981...:5590

G. T. (Bud) Newcomb
·president
G. T. Newcomb, Inc.
P. 0. Box 246
Kctchtm, Idaho
8334 0
(208) 726-5641
(602) 991-1899

j

Robert (Bob) Rebholtz
President
Snake River Cattle Company
P. 0. Box 549
8322'1
American Falls, Idaho
(208) 226-5126

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES

Potato and Oriion and
Garlic Processing

Sprinkler Irrigation
Systems, Land development, Potato productio~

Cattle ranching and
Cattle feedh.g
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Dox 1559

Boise, Idaho
83701
Telephone Number:
{208) 343-5454
1\TTENTTON: Blaine F. Evans
ELECTED Ol·'FlCiiil.s;ISill:T:~(~~'J'"i(j;fJ::i:/J)f~RS 1\ND S'l'l\FF
l!onorublc Cecil D. 1\ndrus
GOVCl~nor

Stute of Idaho
State Capitol
Boise, Idaho
83221
(208)

382-2100

Honorable James l'1cClure
United States Senator
Room 460 Russell Building
Washington, D. C.
20510
(202)

224-2752

Ralph R. Harding
General Manager - Iran-Idaho. Synergistic
Route 4, Box 164
Blackfoot, Idaho
83221
(208)

785-1248

-~...
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i

Blaine F. Evans
General Counsel - Iran-Idaho Synergistic
Elam, Burke, Jeppesen, Evans & Boyd
1010 Bank of Idaho Building
P.

0.

Box 1559

Boise, Idaho
(208)

83701

343-5454

\\layne Hi ttleider
Assistant to Governor 1\ndrus
State Capitol
Boise, Idaho
83720
(208)

382-2100

Mike Hathavmy
1\ssistant to Senator McClure
Room 460, Russell Senate Office Building
\\'il.shington, D. C.
20510
(202)

224-27 52

Jar1cs 1\, Goller (NOT GOING TO
1\r:~;istant to Senator ~-\cC-J.ure
8t.h and B.:mnock Streets
Boise, Idaho
83702
(208) 343-1421
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1\llen Suc1c;rman (!WT COirJ<, 'J'O IE.l\i\')
~rrca~;urcr r, Con Li()f.fcl·
Iran-ldaho Syner~rislic
Elmer Fox, t·lcsthcil1lcr <tnd Co.
515 Bank of Idaho Building
Doisc, Idaho
83702
(208)

3tliJ-2527
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Claude J. Greene (NOT GOING TO IPJ1N)
'!'ravel 1\gcnt
Travel, Inc.
217 N. lOth Street
P. 0. Bo}: 4 2 0
Boise, Idaho
83701
(208)

343-4667
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IDllllO SYNEEGISTIC
P. 0. Box 1559
Boise, Idaho
83701
Telephone Number:
(208) 343-5154
IRJ\N -

ATTENTION:

Blaine F. Evans

AUXILil\HY

Mrs. Cecil D. Andrus (Carol)
1805 North 21st Street
Boise, Idaho
83702
(208) 345-5570

Mrs. James McClure (Louise)
3467 North Venice Street
Arlington, Virginia
22207
(703) 536-8562

.

I

Mrs. James McClary (Mary Jane)
4 9 0 3 Roberts Road .
Boise, Idaho
83705
(208) 343-9535

l

Mrs. J. R. Simplot (Esther)
1500 Harrison Blvd.
Boise, Idaho
83702
(208) 343-2457

1

Mrs. William C. Janss (Gl~nnl
Sun Valley, Idaho
83353
(208) 622-5975

]

Mrs. Ralph R. Harding (\'Iilla)
Houte 4, Box 164
Blackfoot, Idaho
83221
(208) 785-1248

'
Mrs. Blaine F. Evans (Lucille)
6700 Randolph Drive
Boise, Idaho
83705
(208) 375-6896

j

l
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l

Mrs. Sam Bennion (Faye)
635 11th Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho
83401
(208) 523-1950

..
Mrs. G. T. Newcomb (Debbie)
l3ox 325
Sun Valley, Idaho
83353
(208) 726-3287

11rs. ,T. II. llume (Betty)
3355 Pacific Avenue
San Francisco, California
(415) 929-2345

l

94118

Mrs. Robert Rcboltz (Dorothy)
Route 1
·
American Falls, Idaho
83221
(208) 226-5615
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ACTION

March 23, 1976
~d

E0.10IU\.1'-JDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

!h

FI{OM:

BRENT SCO\\rCHOFT

SUBJECT:

Request fron1 Governor Andrus of
Idaho for a Letter to the Shah of Iran

At Tab B is a letter from Idaho Governor Andrus cxprcssingthe hope
that you would write a letter of introduction to the Shah of Iran for personal presentation by hin1 and a group of Idaho business1nen. The
Go\'e rnor notes that Senator McClure and fonner Representative
Harciing \vill accom.pany this tnission.
This travel is in line with our policy of encouraging expanded trade
upportunities bet'vveen the US and nations of the Middle East and Persian Gulf. The Dcpart1nents of State and Commerce are providing
assistance and we also uncle rstand that Ambassador Zahedi is recomm.c nc1ing to his Government that the Shah n1eet \vith the Govc rnor
and his colleagues.
Ilov. 'e\·cr, I do not believe that it would be appropriate for you to
\vrite a leiter of introduction to His J\1ajesty. For some time it
has been Administration policy not to provide letters to foreign
governrnent officials for Americans who are not travelling abroad
on official Federal Government missions. There are a nwnber
of reasons for such a policy:

/'

endorsement by the USG of the activities and statements
of American citizens who are visiting foreign countries
in unofficial capacities. Though the Governor's trip
should be helpful to the United States, he is not trave 1ling to Iran as a representative of the United States
Gove rnn1cnt.

2. Such letters might also suggest official USG preference
for one group of US business1nen over another in private
business dealings with foreign govc rnments, even though
this rnay not be intended.
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3. Such letters might be seen by foreign govermnents as
an attctnpt to gain special access or courtesies which
priv;ttL~ citizens would not be accorded with only norn1al
as::;istancc by the United States Goverm11cnt. Also, we
want to avoid any potential embarrassment should foreign
gm'ernmcnt officials not wish to meet with private
Arnericans carrying Presidential letters.
This policy is especially relevant against the backdrop of recent
problems arising from improper activities of US firms seeking contracts with foreign goverrunents. Under this policy a wide range of
sin1ila r rcque st s fron1 prominent Arne ricans travelling abroad privately
on business and other special interests have been declined. Making an
exception in this instance would create a precedent in dealing with others
seeking sirni.lar treatn1ent and be an affront for those who have not
received it in the past.
If you \Vish to make some special gesture to Governor
Andrus, however,
there is a procedure which has been emplo>red in the past. You or
an appropriate member of the Adn1inistration could send a letter to
Am bas sad or He llns indicating that the Governor plans a trip to
Iran and requesting appropriate courtesies. A copy would be given
to Governor Andrus. This would indicate an interest in being helpful but restrict our efforts to official USG channels.
I suggest, therefore, that an appropriate member of the White

House staff be in touch with the Governor's office to explain that,
as a n1atter of policy, such letters are not provided to foreign
leaders. Should you wish a letter to Ambassador Helms (a prop()sed
letter ls at Tab A), the Governor would also be informed of this and
a copy would be provided him.

Staff Views: 1v1e ssrs. Marsh, Buchen; McConahey, Mr. Hartmann's
office and I all concur that you should not write a letter of introduction
to the Shah and that our policy on this should be explained to the
Governor's office. :Mr. :Marsh and Mr. Hartrnann's office concur
in providing a letter fron1. you to Ambassador Helms (Tab A). Mr.
Buchen recomrnends, and Mr. McConahey (forDornestic Council)
and I concur, that such a letter be signed instead by an appropriate
Administration official. Just as a matter of principle, I believe it
would be better to avoid the precedent of Presidential letters in
support of non-official trips abroad.

Lil\UTED OFFlCIAL USE
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RECOM:tv1ENDATIONS:

1.
to the

That no letter of introduction to the Shah fr01n you be provided

Governo~::R::~ou~$7/!Jn

this b;I:~;:i::,~: his office.

2. That you indicate your preference for the following with regard
to the option of a letter to Ambassador Helms:
I will sign letter to Ambassador Helms at Tab A

Jet
'

Prefer you (General Scowcroft) communicate with
the A1nba s sador

Disapprove;.no leiter to the Ambassador required

-----

,
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NATIONAL SECURITY \OUNCIL.

FOR BRENT SCOWCROFT

4/8

Brent,
Late message further to the attached. Helms,
in reporting on other aspects of the Andrus
visited, has noted (according to NEA) that
the Shah has not receive~tlier visiting State
trade delegations such a that by Governor
W::~ller of Mississippi.
is may well explain
why Zahedi is not pushi g, probably to avoid
precedent for others. With Andrus pressing,
I still believe we could take the normal step
of asking Helms to follow up, as contained
in the attached recommendation. [The other
steps would be optional, although obviously
more forthcoming in helping A ndr..us.]

) F

P-c--v-

Bob Oakley

'

'

MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

•COUPIDE~lTI A L

1395 Add-on

ACTION
AprilS, 1976

(GDS)

MEMORANDUM FOR:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

FROM:

ROBERT B .

SUBJECT:

Governor Andrus' Dissatisfaction--Request
for Guidance from Jack Marsh

OAKLEY~.rt)

Jack Marsh has sent for your guidance a letter from Democratic Governor
Andrus [Tab D] expressing dissatisfaction at not being provided a letter
from the President to the Shah of Iran in order to obtain a meeting with the
Shah during his forthcoming visit. He urges that the President reconsider
and provide him with the letter. He indicates that Ambassador Zahedi
has said this is essential to seeking a meeting with the Shah. We understand
that the Governor may even be contemplating cancelling his trip if he cannot
have a meeting with the Shah.
As you know, the President decided against a letter from himself to the
Shah for reasons of established policy on such requests, but he did send
a letter to Ambassador Helms as a way of being of assistance but through
official USG channels. Mr. McConahey has told us that Governor Andrus
(as a Democrat) has beenver su ll)Ort~ of the Pr e sident, part icularly
on human res our c es and block grant programs and that he may well be
the next Chairman of the National Goyernore! Conference. The issue
for us is how we can be of further assistance without violatin st ding
po_1cy on priyate American business travel abroad. Mr. McConahey
favors doing what we can within this framework.
The one viable option that exists is to have Ambassador Helms play the
normal facilitative role often performed by our Embassies. It is customary
for US Ambassadors abroad, in receipt of requests from private Americans
seeking high-level appointments, to routinely forward such requests to the
foreign government. However, the Embassy of Iran--because of the
enormous volume of American private travel to Tehran and the understandable
desire to protect the Shah from so many requests--has developed its own
policy of having all requests for meetings with the Shah channelled through
Ambassador Zahedi and refusing to r"aise with the GOI any private request.

'

Subject to GDS of E. 0. 11652
Automatically Declassified -on
December 31 , 1982.

'

CO~JFID:S~TTIA

f, (GDS) -- 2

A mbas sad or Helms took this position with the Governor 1 s advance party
in Tehran last month, thereby stimulating the request to the President.
[Helms is now in receipt of the President's letter to him and will otherwise ensure that the Governor's visit is a success, but despite that
letter he has reaffirmed his position on not channelling requests for
meetings with the Shah in a message to NEA.] For his part, Ambassador
Zahedi -- who has received a request from the Governor's office -- is
reluctant to endorse it to the Shah because he does not like to have to
choose among competing Americans. This has led to the Governor 1 s
statements that both Ambassadors Helms and Zahedi feel a letter from
the President would be necessary, an action which the President has
decided against.
You may wish to phone Mr. Marsh on this but I concur with Mr. McConahey that we do what we properly can for the Governor -- request
that Ambassador Helms follow up on the Governor's request for a
meeting with the Shah (as other Embassies would do). State could be
so instructed via the memo (with draft telegram) at Tab A.
If you wish to go beyond this, you could phone Am bas sad or Zahedi,

using the talking points at Tab B. You could also send Ambassador
Helms a back-channel message along the lines of Tab C. In any event,
you will want to get back to Mr. Marsh recommending he be in further
touch with the Governor to emphasize we are doing what we can but to
explain again the standing policy on Presidential letters to foreign
leaders. [Tab D] [Mr. McConahey believes the Governor, if properly
informed, would be reasonable.]
RECOMMENDATION: That you take the normal step of approving an
instruction to Ambassador Helms to follow up on the request for a
meeting-- via approving the memo to State at Tab A.
_ _ _ _ APPROVE

_ _ _ _ AS AMENDED

That you indicate your preference for going further than this by
_ _ _ _ Phoning Ambassador Zahedi (talking points Tab B)
-----Approving back-channel message to Helms, Tab C
That, if you approve of some or all of the above, you sign the memo
to Jack Marsh at Tab D
_ _ _ _ APPROVE
AS AMENDED
Alternatively, that we go back to Jack Marsh and say that nothing further
-GO "NFIDKNTIA h •(GDS)

'
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L (GDS) -- 3

can be done for the Governor.

- - - - APPROVE;

prepare such a memo to Marsh

_ _ _ _ SEE ME

€

OHFIDJ~;NTJJ\

b-o(GDS)
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

SUBJECT:

GEORGE SPRINGSTEEN
Executive Secretary
Department of State

Visit of Idaho Governor Andrus to Iran

Governor Andrus of .Idaho has informed the White House that his
request for a meeting with the Shah of Iran during his upcoming
visit has been channelled through Ambassador Zahedi but with no
positive results to date. State is requested to seek Ambassador Helms'
assistance in following up on this request by sending the following
telegram to him as soon as possible: [NSC should be on distribution.]
"SUBJECT:

Visit of Governor Andrus of Idaho and
Prominent Business Executives --Request
for Meeting with the Shah

FOR: Ambassador
1. We know that you are informed of the forthcoming visit of
Governor Andrus of Idaho and prorninent business executives
from his State. The Governor's office has informed White House
that his request for meeting with the Shah was made through
Ambassador Zahedi three weeks ago but evidently there has
been no response at this time. The Governor is most interested
in such a meeting. In the spirit of close US -Iranian relations
and the desirability of maintaining an on-going dialogue on
matters of com~on interest, including with leaders from all
parts of our country, you should follow up by whatever means
you deem best on the Governor's request for meeting with the
Shah.

'

2. This need not affect standing Embassy policy on channelling
requests of this nature through Ambassador Zahedi since this has
already been done. We would appreciate an early reply on the
prospects of a meeting. 11
r-· r ,'; .··,_
I

Jeanne W. Davis
Staff Secretary
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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TALKING POINTS FOR TELEPHONE CALL TO AMBASSADOR ZAHEDI

1.

I understand that Governor Andrus of Idaho is planning a visit to
Tehran in the near future.

2.

We regard this visit as in lin~ with our policy of encouraging
closer ties between our two nations and we are pleased that
the Governor is able to travel to your country.

3.

We understand that the Governor's office has been in touch with
you to discuss arranging a meeting with the Shah. We fully
appreciate the burdens on the Shah's schedule and the fact
that he cannot meet with every private American who is travelling
abroad for private purposes.

4.

On the other hand, Cecil Andrus is a fine Governor and the Shah
may find it useful to have an exchange of views with him since
he comes from yet another part of our country. This would be
purely in the context of broadening and deepening US-Iranian
relations. We are not suggesting anything more than a general exchange of views should there be an appropriate occas sion.

5.

Your help in this regard would be greatly appreciated.

,

BACKCHANNEL MESSAGE FOR AMBASSADOR HELMS
FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

SUBJECT:
1.

Visit of Idaho Governor Andrus to Tehran

As you know, Governor Andrus of Idaho would like to meet with

the Shah during his forthcoming visit and we have separately authorized·
State to have you follow up on this request.

The Governor appropriately

requested this meeting through Ambassador Zahedi but with no luck.
The Governor feels (and Ambassador Zahedi has indicated) that a
Presidential letter of introduction to the Shah is essential to securing
a meeting.

\Ve are uncertain as to what, if any, action Zahedi has

taken in Tehran on this request.
2.

Just to put this request in perspective, it is not our policy to

provide Presidential letters to foreign leaders for Americans travelling
abroad in unofficial USG capacities.

However, as you know, the

President is interested in seeing that Governor Andrus receives all
proper assistance through official USG channels.

The Governor has

been provided with a copy of the President's letter to you.
3.

The Governor remains keenly interested in meeting with the Shah.

,

In, line with our policy on Americans travelling abroad privately, we
/ -.;

do not wish to force this event and we respect your policy of having
all private requests for meetings with the Shah originate with Zahedi.
On the other hand, your approach would be a follow-up to the request

---

DBCLAS5IflfiD .

E.O. 12958, Sec. 3.S
NSC Me~24/98, State Dept"Vi.~.~~
By {4,!
, NARA, Date . .

through Zahedi.

It should be seen in the context of our close bilateral

ties with Iran and the interest of both sides (especially Iran) in
exchanges of views between distinguished representatives from all
segments of our society.

Since Governor Andrus represents an

important part of our country which is unfamiliar with Iran, I would
encourage you to try to seek even a very brief meeting for him with
the Shah.
4.

Warm regards.

BECfU!! I

'

'.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

BRENTSCOWCROFT

SUBJECT:

Governor Andrus 1 Request for a
Presidential Letter to the Shah
of Iran

This is in response to the attached further letter and the telephone
call your office received from Governor Andrus who is obviously
dissatisfied that he has not received a Presidential letter to the
Shah of Iran.
The problem is a standing White House policy that the President
does not send such messages in order to avoid favoritism. The
President agreed with our recommendation a few weeks ago that
he not make a special exception for Governor Andrus. On the other
hand, he did sign a letter to Ambassador Helms, although the
Governor may not appreciate the full nature of this gesture.
We can properly instruct Ambassador Helms in Tehran to follow
up on the Gove rnor 1 s request for a meeting with the Shah (though
we cannot guarantee success). State is being authorized to do this
since it is customary for our Embassies to play this kind of facilitative role. Between this and the Governor's approach to Ambassador
Zahedi, some result might be produced. We do not wish to try and
pressure the Shah in a direction in which he may not want to go (he
has not received other trade delegations, including one led by Governor
Waller of Mississippi who recently visited there).

'

I recommend that you or Mr. McGonahey personally phone the Governor
and reaffirm that the policy on Presidential messages to foreign leaders
is a long-established one and reflects absolutely no lack of interest in
the Gove rn~n' s trip or in the importance of expanded trade opportunities
between the US and Iran. You could emphasize that the President has
done this for no other leading Atne ric an, including other Governors
who have led trade delegations. At the same time, you could point
-··
/,·
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out that the President did take the step of writing to Ambassador
Helms because of his interest in the Governor's travels and that
we have buttressed this with instructions that Ambassador Helms
follow up on the Governor's request for a meeting with His Imperial
Majesty. You could emphasize that we are doing all we can to be of
assistance within the framework of a long-standing Presidential
policy that official Presidential messages are confined to official
Federal Government travel. High-level meetings with Americans
not travelling in offidal Federal Gove rnrnent capacities is mainly
a decision for the foreign government leaders involved.

'
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 6, 1976
TO:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

FROM:

JO:HN 0, MARSH,

JR~t

_____For Direct Reply

J

__x___For Draft Rc:tponse
_ _ _For Your Information

----

Pleasr: Advise

'

'
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STATE

.,

OF

IDAHO

OFFICE OF THE GOVER:--.:OR

·:..,·

BOISE

CECIL D ANDRUS
.:;ov"F.:RNOR

March 31, 1976

""~~

J

The President
The 1Vhi te 1-Iouse
~ashington,

D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:
On March 2nd, I wrote to you informing you of a planned visit of
Idahoans on a trade mission to Iran and requested a letter of introduction to His Imperial Majesty the Shah of Iran. The letter would
lbe personally presented to the Shah when we arrived in Tehran with
Senator McClure and the ten leading business executives from Idaho.
Ambassador Ardeshir Zahedi of Iran suggested that such an introduction would assure our being received by His Imperial Majesty
the Shah.
Unfortunately, my letter was misinterpreted because I received instead
a letter from John 0. Marsh, Jr., enclosing a copy of your letter
to Ambassador Richard Helms.

I

Mr. President, Mr. Marsh's letter stated that as a matter of stand- {
ing policy, such messages are not sent to foreign leaders. I am
sure this is a State Department position; however, I am equally
certain that you would not have allowed the State Department to
dictate to you whether or not you could write a letter of introduction on behalf of a governor, a United States Senator and ten
prominent bus-iness executives to a foreign leader.
I would appreciate your reconsideration of this matter and am most
hopeful that you will find it possible to provide us with the requested letter of introduction. I am enclosing, for your information
and convenience, a copy of the March 2nd letter.
Sincerely,

ll~}J
.

\vmb

encl.

CECIL D. ANDRUS
GOVERNOR
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'!ha P r\."l9hl•.mt ha:t a;~kad m.a to ta.nk yo\.6 for ~'?L\r V"!r:y t.houghtiull~tt.~::
in£or.t:li~;; hhn Q~ your ior~L~u.:on:..ill .~ vi9i~ to 1!'6!1 with a 1~1e,sadon ~r
bu3b~:u <?~a..:t.~t~;re.t lrcm y•:HH' Stat~. It h.:l.il lollg been our r>r.>li~y ~o
0nc:.oura ~ cxp;;.:td~J. trade c~~orht!ti.H.sl and incroad~1:: rmat•al u:Jdorstanc1ias i:J~tw~~o_.-t~0 U:Jit~d Sta.ba and lt~n.
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-·rn lie.& l~i.th Oji'r: policy ao.d itt

re~poa.•.:~

to you.r reque.it, eh.0 Pr<!&ide!lt
has a3k~d m~ to hlform yo~ that he hll• wriet$a to .Ar:nlJa$:J<!.d•lr Helma
a~~t your 7t.Jii: ~o that all £f>?to~rlat~ a~sLltaQc~ J!lAY ~~ provi•!ed ln
coanedi~1' \V~_~l:lyour t:ravel. l a::n pluaed to e:'ldooe a copy of r.u.~
Pr•Jaid~nt 1 e l~tt~r.. AI a c;~ttor of ataadi"'g poH•;y, auch m.G53a 1s,~~ &r'!JJJ
cot ueo~ to foreslg!l l~ador:~ hat wa belbv• tllat the Pl.•;):Jici~tt:J l~ttGr tQ
Amt>a~uaJor H~l.lllS wUl h-a4p enaur~ that your vl,ai: b a. cO>llltructi70 oae
in Ti1!tw o{ tll~ stt'~ng iw.~ere!lt o! oa~ GoV"ernmont ia (!.x:paa.ded tra.J:'I.l rala.tiona b~t"Roen t!'ls- Uoi~oti State>:~ asd t.!l& nationa ot th.~ .Middlc:t ?:a:~~ ca.rui
?erJ1aa Ouli.
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A:"C abo. -req!leatin~ that tbe D~!parnn~ats ot Stat" ~fld c~m:unet-ce
be c! a~g htanct) and tru3t that y_,u. .1-nd yo'J~ coUea~a~~ will hav~ au
cmjoya.bl~ ~od ~ucc::c~3!'.1.l

vio;it.

'rha Prllddent hn~ 3.$keE:l ~e to extend bi:i b0~t wi.sho• and hope~ tha~
you bav~ a fruitful vbH. to ba!l. Fl~•ue let m=- know if 1 :nay he o!
any lurthe.a- a.s!Jl;)ta.c~o.

Job::t 0 •.M.al"ah. Jr ..
·~cuu.~allor to ~h• Pro•id~ut

.. '!ha

Ho~ortt.ble Ce~
· i1 .AttdrtlS

Governor ol !Jaho
Dobe 41 Idallo
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March Z·i, 1976
Dear Mr. Ambassador:

1

l

Governor Cecil Andrus of Idaho hu-l indicat'!'1
th<.t he will l•'ac.l ~ delegation of buB ine·H·me:n
from his t~t::lt(• to Iran in the ncar fdurc. '! h!;
Dcpartm(•nt... of State ancl Commerce are rendr~r
ing the appropriate asnistancc in line with our
poliq· of encouraging expanded trade CJpportun·
ities and tncreasing mutual United States -Iranian
understanding. I want you to know in advance
that I appreciate the effort whi( h will be rru· de
to ensure thai they have a constructive visit.

1

I

l

The Honorable Richard Helms
American Ambassador
Tehran
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